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Dear Frank,

From time to time, browsing through my older blog posts, I find a real gem. Knowing
that not many of you will ever get to the bottom of my old blogposts on our website,
I thought, I'd share this with you. Enjoy!  

Sexy Vampires – The happy Corporate Soldiers

Nov 8, 2009

(Orgonite vs. corporate fascism 1:0)

I am often asked how it could be that a small group of elite insiders runs the

whole world. 

I am not a frontline conspiracy researcher. That means I'm not myself

hovering at the cutting edge of true investigative journalism. 

I just happen to have read quite bit of good research by others and had a few

experiences in my life (amongst others  or recent imprisonment for orgone

gifting Cahora Bassa in Mozambique) that confirm the assumption that our

world is somewhat tweaked and definitely not as free and "democratic" as

current propaganda wants us to believe. 

But I don't claim to be an expert on how the conspiracy is organised

technically and legally and certainly my voice on the subject is not

authoritative. 

Let's just say I claim my freedom to work on the assumption that the

conspiracy is real. Let's call that a working hypothesis, always subject to

correction. I believe that is my "inalienable" right as a thinking and discerning

individual. For me that theory works better in explaining the weird reality that

is unfolding all around us and that's what a good theory is all about, isn't it? 

I don't work on a simple black-and white model of "us and them" either, like

"perpetrators here and hapless victims there". It's definitely not that simple.

All of us together are creating the reality that we experience. But some

individiuals seem to be very good at hijacking our creative power and making

us help create a reality that serves them and their misguided agenda of

control and parasitic domination rather than empowering all of us to
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experience our full potential for happiness and co-creation of paradise on

earth. 

I personally do not even care one bit for now, whether the conspiracy is run

by alien inter-dimensional life forms or if the countless testimonials to this

effect are rather expressing a symbolic description of oppressive thought

forms or states of consciousness. In the end it does not even matter where

these thought forms originate because all reality is consciousness. 

What I'm very certain about is that we are entering a phase in our worldwide

deveploment that can best be described as "fascism light". That is fascism

in a hedonistic costume, a wonderful masquerade where conformity dresses

as individualism, opression and supression of dissent as "freedom of

expression". George Orwell aptly described this systematic twisting of

meaning in language into it's very opposite in his ground breaking

novel "1984", while Aldous Huxley described the seductive aspect of a

happy controlled society in "Brave New World". 

The total brainwashing of the general population, where canned emotions,

prefabricated identities and completely controlled choices of pre-arranged

experiences in life is cynically sold with slogans like "be yourself", "be all

you can be"!

But how is this possible?

One of the answers to this question is the new species  that has been created

in the last few decades:

The corporate soldier!

He (or she for that matter as both sexes are well represented in this set. I

just refer to "him" in the male grammatical form for simlicity) is eager to

please his masters and his masters reward him well! He is young and

energetic and after formative years of training he can be sent anywhere in the

world to fix problems in the running of the corporation.(there is only one

corporation of course, when you look at it. Let's call it the "one world

corporation") 

In order to achieve that universality he needs to be of a certain unquestioning

mindset and in order for this mindset to work all over the world, this mindset

must be shared by the receiving structures. (receiving the blessings of

corporate rule that is)

How is this enforced?

Only at the fringes of the corporate empire, in Iraq, Afghanistan, Iran,

NorthKorea and other not yet fully compliant states or areas of the world is

this paradigm enforced with naked violence on a regular basis. 
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In our daily lives as inhabitants of first world countries or first world enclaves

or population bubbles in third world countries (If you were not part of that

group, you would not read this because you would not be on the internet, let's

be honest)  the enforcement is by "positive feedback", a socio-

psychological  technique that was perfected by the behaviorist school of

psychology, spearheaded by B.F. Skinner and others. 

It is simply the psychology of punishment and reward of course. Non -

compliant behaviour is punished by social ostracism, narrowing of carreer

options and daily harassment by various aspects of "the system". The system

does that automatically without specific input by the elite to a certain degree.

The driving force here is it's need for self preservation. 

Compliance on the other hand mostly leads to relative material wealth (but

never to ecomnomic independence), peer recognition and ever widening

options for more lucrative and "influential" posts in the service of the octopus.

As I said: Punishment and reward! 

And rewarded they are!

I would say the corporate soldiers are the happiest amongst the sheeple.

They are geared for success. They are told and they do believe that what they

do is right and necessary, so they have become the executioners of god's

will in the twisted new religion of corporate globalisation.

Being an executioner comes with perks!

He feels he's on top of the world. London, Singapoore, New York, Shanghai,

Moscow, Sidney, Djakarta, Johannesburg, Mumbai, Dubai or the "Green Zone"

in Bagdad: All this is his world, where his "rules of enagement" seem valid. He

can be plugged in anywhere and start to function immediately. 

Frequent flyer miles, preferential hotel rates and a global network of like

minded drones to socialise with, wherever he finds himself on this corporate

owned planet, make life seem grand and full of promise, even though he's

always in the same space regardless of physical location. Corporate Warsaw

is no different from corporate Ulan Bator or corporate Singapoore. Same

people, same values, same ideas and convictions, same clothing labels of

course. It's horror! Horror rules the world effortlessly. 

The motto of the elite soldier: THINK OUT OF THE BOX BUT STAY IN THE

FOLD 

(Newspeak for "find new ways for extracting life force for your masters but do

not question the purpose of it all)

Energy Vampires

Whenever I meet a representative of this species (and that happens ever so
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often) I feel completely drained after a while. 

The secret of their smug and happy confidence: They live from other people's

energy, just like the corporation's only justification of existence is to harvest

the life energy of all living beings on this planet that it believes it owns. 

Successful vampirism can be mistaken for genuine life force at first

sight. Vampires hypnotize and seduce their victims. Why is the "Twilight"

series so popular with it's glorification of "sexy bloodsuckers"?  A

whole new wave of vampire literature is presently swamping the world and

there must be a reason. We are supposed to love vampires, want to be

vampires ourselves. Of course the protagonists in "Twilight", "New Moon" etc.

are "good vampires", meaning they don't eat humans. I told you it's all about

making you believe that you're one of the good ones, didn't I? 

Vampires - when they have had their red drink - seem to be powerful and

alive. As soon as their last fill begins to lose it's power they wither away,

driven by an insatiable urge for another fix.

Where does orgonite enter the equation?

Orgone is genuine life force. Plants in their prime of life do not fall prey to

parasities easily. By strengthening the genuine life force on this planet we

drive out parasitism. Simple as that and important as that. There is no more

important game on this planet right now!

It's the only game in town!

With orgone-ite becoming a worldwide traded New Age commodity, people

are influenced to think of it only as a means of improving their own immediate

space, building their perfect cocoon... That's of course the insider strategy for

containing this movement  which is the biggest real threat to the parasitic

new world order since Jesus Christ and maybe Mahatma Ghandi. 

It is impossible for them to deny the powerful benefits that orgonite has,

easily provable in simple plant growth experiments and visual confirmations

when busting HAARP installations and ordinary death force transmitters (cell

phone towers). 

You will notice how this works and learn to discern between the disinfo sites

and the ones of  genuine orgone warriors when you watch for one thing only: 

The disinfo sites will always shy from the more "combative" aspects of this

work. They will stress individual benefits of orgone-ite while not mentioning

the necessity to pro-actively stop the murderous New World Order agenda,

and the fact that orgone-ite can in fact disable billions of dollar worth of letal

death force technology for the price of a few dollars.

David and Goliath re-enacted
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We are only at the beginning of this. We haven't even started reclaiming the

major deserts on this planetyet. What has been done so far is mostly a

demonstration of principle, although this statement may be unfairly

diminishing the impact of the worldwide orgone-ite gifting effort a bit. We

should not make ourselves smaller than we are!

It seems we have already broken the spell in parts. Many things that were

planned by the NWO have not materialised:

Global Warming ain't flying.

The engineered flu epidemics fizzle out without causing the anticipated

mayhem.

Letal Chemtrails have become harmless puffy cluds in the massively

gifted areas of Western Europe, North America and South Africa.

 

But we need to re-focus and fight the tendency to get lenient and complacent.

The work is not done yet, folks! 

A luta continua! (the fight continues) 

Check for the latest updates on our expedition reports and support the work

of Orgonise Africa with direct contributions or by purchasing zappers and

orgone-ite products from our online shop.

See you at Orgonise Africa

Georg

Please do not reply to this email directly but rather use this link.

www.orgoniseafrica.com

PS: this is what happens when you grow up with orgonite: Please check out Katharina's blog Lemons

and Love 

Check out our new marketplace for orgone art, called Orgone Bay, where you can buy and sell

beautiful orgonite creations.

Orgonise 

Africa 

Fanpage

We would like to tell more people about our work and what we have to offer: Please click

here to invite your friends to a journey of discovery with Orgonise Africa. 

We are sure that your like minded friends and aquaintances will appreciate this information. And we

have a little bonus surprise in stock for you when your friends subscribe to the newsletter...
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_________________________________

This e-mail has been sent to apollosolaris@buijsadvies.nl from Orgonise Africa using an email, sms, fax and web integration tool called Majestic. Not
only is your data kept behind a secure firewall facility, but your data will not be sold, rented or given away to any third party without your express
permission. If you receive communication using Majestic that you feel breaches ethical marketing standards, you can lodge a formal complaint by
clicking here and Majestic will investigate the matter.

Click here to unsubscribe from all future e-mails from Orgonise Africa. Visit http://micro.majesticinteractive.co.za/view.php?click=1&
id=e301814bbbd8495b to view this e-mail online.
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